K LOGIX PROJECT ADVISORY LITE SERVICE

Make an informed and justified security product investment.

NEED TO MAKE A **PRODUCT INVESTMENT** IN ONE OF THESE AREAS?

- CLOUD ACCESS SECURITY BROKER (CASB)
- ENDPOINT
- MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION (MFA)
- SECURITY INFORMATION & EVENT MANAGEMENT (SIEM)

HOW IT **WORKS**:

THROUGH A STRATEGIC WORKING SESSION WITH K LOGIX, WE:

1. Collaborate with your team
2. Determine and prioritize your success criteria
3. Align your requirements with our in-depth matrix
4. Show you how each product scored against your weighted domains and prioritized requirements
5. Assist with vendor demonstrations and requirements scripts

**OUR AGNOSTIC RESULTS HELP YOU:**

1. Make a justified, impactful business decision around your key risk
2. Only test products that address your specific business requirements
3. Accelerate your time to value without impacting performance
K logix Project Advisory Lite

Using a “lighter” Project Advisory methodology, make a security technology investment decision based on your specific business and technical requirements, without taking valuable time away from your team. Achieve this, typically in two weeks or less, by leveraging our in-depth research analyzing information security spaces and technologies.

HOW PROJECT ADVISORY LITE WORKS

Project Advisory Lite is a fit if you have:

• Identified a need to make a technology investment in one of K logix’s previously evaluated information security spaces: Endpoint, Cloud Access Security Broker, Security Incident and Event Management, and Multi-Factor Authentication*
• Considered purchasing technologies previously evaluated by K logix*
• Determined your success criteria falls under K logix’s pre-defined requirements*

Through Project Advisory Lite:

• Establish a mission for your technology investment decision
• Determine and prioritize success criteria
• Leverage previously evaluated technologies based on your specific needs

PROJECT ADVISORY LITE RESULTS

Receive an executive-friendly PowerPoint presentation including:

• Graphs and matrices displaying how each technology scored against your weighted domains and prioritization requirements
• Shortlist of solutions and supporting details for each of your success criteria
• Next steps including vendor demonstrations with vendor scorecards and requirements scripts

**LOOKING FOR EVEN MORE HELP?**

Want to evaluate other information security spaces outside of what we currently offer? Want to evaluate different technology products from what we’ve previously analyzed? Want success criteria outside of our pre-defined list? Want full customization and detailed narrative reports?

Then our full Project Advisory service will fill those needs.